Instructions for installation and use

Cooker Hood
5IG66250
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Foreword

Dear Customers,
Thank you for choosing our range hood. Please read the instruction manual carefully before using. It introduces the range hood’s function, characters, installation, maintenance and etc. Please keep this manual with purchase invoice carefully for checking in the future.

(Pictures in the manual are for reference only. Please refer to thereal product)

Structure
1. Installation

Please do not contact the steel and wires of wall inside in order to avoid electric shock.

- The range hood must have earthing. It has a 3-pin plug. The plug must be connected to a socket with earthing. The earthing could offer an electricity circuit to avoid electric shock in case of electricity leakage.
- Please make sure the electricity supply system in your home (current, voltage, connecting wires) can meet the requirements of range hood’s normal supply load.
- Please do not use high capacity fuse in electrical circuit and select the correct ones as required on rating label.

2. Preparation and confirmation before installation

- Wall strength
  The wall that the range hood is placed must be hard enough to bear the weight of range hood.

- Height of mounting
  The suitable height of mounting shall be 650-700mm above the cooking stove. The real installation height is subject to the construction of kitchen and user’s height. The installation instruction of gas stove has given the suitable installation distance, please take it into consideration.
3. **Installation hanger**
Measure the installation height. Mark the position of hanger on the wall---Drill holes for fixing hanger---Punch plastic expansion bolts into the holes ---Fix the hanger.

4. **Product installation (single hood)**
   - Aim at the hanger and hang the range hood up on the wall.
   - Connect the one end of exhaust pipe diameter 153mm to exhaust hole of range hood and the other end connect to air outlet.
Step to take out filter/grill

1. Please pull the oil collector towards yourself by two hands.

2. The filter/grill has been fixed onto the hood with 2 screws. Kindly unscrew the filter/grill. Take out the filter/grill by 20 degree (as picture).
Note: Make sure the range hood is hanging vertically and horizontally. Do not hang it on the tilt way.

5. Product installation (double hoods)
- Loose screws Aim at the hanger and hang the range hood on the wall---Pull the upper hood to the proper position---Mark the position of upper hood screw holes at upper side on the wall---Put upper hood back---Make the position of upper hanger side holes---Mark the position of two middle holes of upper hanger.
- Put down the range hood---drill holes on markings---insert plastic expansion bolts---fix upper hanger---install exhaust pipe on exhaust outlet---hang up the range hood---connect the exhaust pipe to air outlet of kitchen---pull the upper hood upwards and fix the side holes with screws.
6. Exhaust pipe connecting to the wall outside
The other head of exhaust pipe shall be connected to the flue or the hole of wall outside (diameter of hole shall be 85mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flue</th>
<th>Outside wall</th>
<th>Direct exhaust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ø 150mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum 30mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Confirmation of installation
After installation, connect to power supply and turn on the range hood. Check if all functions of range hood are working normally; no abnormal vibration and no resistance to leaves of air outlet.

**Function Operation**

This cooker hood is operated with a gesture control and a feather touch control panel.

- **Touch control:**
  - Place your finger on the “енная ” button, the lights on the control panel will come on and the cooker hood is now in stand-by mode.
  - Place your finger one more time, the cooker hood will be turned off.
  - Touch “ياة ” button, the cooker hood will start operating on LOW speed.
  - Touch “ياة ” button, the cooker hood will start operating on MEDIUM speed.
  - Touch “ياة ” button, the cooker hood will start operating on HIGH speed.
  - Touch the “アー ” button, the lights will turn on. Repeat this action, the lights will turn off.
- Touch the “⊙” button for 3 seconds. The heat auto clean function will be started and end by repeat this action.
- Long touch the “问责” button for 5 seconds in off mode. The gesture control function will be locked. Repeat this action, it will be turned on.

**Gesture control:**

Gesture control is the ability to recognize and interpret movements of the human body in order to interact with and control a PCB system without direct physical contact. Which can avoid poor touch caused by oil/grease on hand. Put your hand up in front of the sensor area, reasonable distance is: 50mm, then start to control cooker hood by hand gesture:

From left to right: the cooker hood will start operating on LOW speed, light will be turned on.
Repeat same gesture: the cooker hood will switch to MEDIUM speed and HIGH speed.
From right to left: the cooker hood will start operating on DELAY mode.
Repeat same gesture: the cooker hood will switch off.

**Auto-Clean**

A unique “Auto-Clean” function has been provided in this cooker hood. This cooker hood comes equipped with an oil collector tray. During cooking, the excess oil and dirt which gets sucked into the cooker hood gets drained into this oil collector. However, over the time, some traces of stubborn grease and oil can get stuck inside the cooker hood.
In order to eliminate this stubborn grease and clean the cook hood from inside, we have designed this unique feature.
This new generation auto-clean function works with the help of specially designed heating element fixed within the hood.
Please make sure that the cooker hood is in stand-by model. Now touch the “Auto-Clean” button on the panel. A reverse timer of 10:00 minutes will get activated and the light for auto-clean will start blinking.
After the special heater has worked for 9 minutes, the fan will automatically start operating at low speed for the balance remaining 1 minute.
Most of the grease present within the cooker hood will get evaporated and blown out of the air-outlet. Any remaining grease will get drained out into the oil collector tray, located at the back of the filter.
The auto-clean function will stop operating at the end of 10 minutes. Wait for a moment and then carefully remove the oil collector tray ensuring that you do not spill the grease. Drain the collected grease into a sink and clean the oil collector tray with a soft cloth.
Fix the oil collector tray back at its place by sliding it in the rails at both the ends. Ensure that the tray is fixed properly. Your cooker hood is clean as new from inside now.

**Delay**

A unique “Delay” shut-off function has been provided in this cooker hood. Once the cooking is over, instead of switching off the appliance, touch the “ON/OFF” button or put your hand up in front of the sensor area and move from right to left. A reverse timer of 3 minutes will get activated and the cook hood will shut itself off after the end of this 3 minutes. If touch the “ON/OFF” button or move your hand from right to left twice, the cooker hood will be turned off at once.

**Attention**

- Voltage and frequency must be complied with requirements of product. Supply socket must have reliable earthing.
- Make sure the installation of product is not connected to the steel and wires of wall inside in order to avoid electric shock.
- The wall must have sufficient strength to support the weight of range hood.
- Range hood shall be installed in horizontal level.
- The distance between exhaust hole and air outlet on the wall shall be less than 1.5m. When install the exhaust pipe, the air outlet shall not be too high to avoid oil flowing backwards.
- Range hood shall be used when gas or other fuels burning. The room must be well ventilated.
- Do not bank range hood directly. Gas burning without cooking or burning on the pan is forbidden.
- The air exhaust from range hood should not be exhausted to the flue of burning gas or other fuels.
- In case power cord is damaged, it shall be repaired by professional personnel or sent back to the appointed maintenance centre of our company for repair.
- Power supply must be cut off before changing lamps. New lamps must be the same specification as the current ones.
Clean the oil on filter regularly. And clean the oil on wind wheel and volute or other components if necessary. If not follow the instruction in manual to clean range hood, it might cause fire hazard.

Wear rubber gloves when clean range hood in order to prevent the injury of metal.

It should be careful when clean the impeller to prevent deformation of impeller or rubbing off the counterweight, which might affect the balance, cause noise and vibration.

It is strictly to prevent water seepage into switches, motor, lamps and other electric components when clean range hood.

Non professional personnel are forbidden to change the internal wiring.

**Maintenance**

**Maintenance**

1. **Suggestion**
   - Clean the surface of shell every three days.
   - Clean the oil on filter regularly.
   - Full maintenance shall be done every half year. It should not be implemented by non professional personnel.

2. **When doing internal maintenance, the following steps shall be followed:**
   - Shut off power supply.
   - Take off filter and cleaned by soft brush. Put it back in place after drying for next maintenance.
   - Pull out smoke cover oblique upwards. Unscrew air inlet cover and air frame and take it off. Loosen the knob clockwise. Hold the wheel axle and pull out the impeller. Immerge the impeller into cleaning fluid around 10 minutes. Clean the oil on impeller with soft brush. Non professional personnel are not allowed to implement.
   - Put impeller back in place. Tighten the knob counter clockwise. Then install air inlet board, air inlet cover and smoke cover in order.

*To keep the range hood working in good condition for long term, please keep maintenance regularly.*
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